
Around the Laboratories 

CERN 
Widening horizons 
At its June meeting, CERN 
Council, the governing body of 
the Organization, voted to ac
cord Observer status to the So
viet Union and to Israel, who 
join Turkey and Yugoslavia as 
states able to send delegations 
to Council meetings and to re
ceive official documents. 

Observer status can be used 
as a springboard to increased in
volvement in CERN, a good ex
ample being Poland, long an Ob
server State, but which recently 
became CERN's 16th Member 
State. 

CERN/USSR 
Closer collaboration 

The decision of CERN Council to 
grant Observer status to the Soviet 
Union is a new milestone in a long 
history of collaboration between 
European and Soviet particle physi
cists which bodes well for the con
tinued success of their research 
programmes. 

CERN/USSR collaboration dates 
back to the early 1960s, when the 
wor ld front-line machines were the 
10 GeV Synchrophasotron at the 
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, 
Dubna, near Moscow, CERN's 26 
GeV Proton Synchrotron, and the 
30 GeV Alternating Gradient Syn
chrotron at Brookhaven in the US. 

The next important step was 
when the Soviet Union decided to 
build a 76 GeV proton machine, to 
become the wor ld 's highest energy 
particle accelerator, at a new Insti
tute of High Energy Physics at Ser
pukhov, near Moscow. 

With Poland becoming CERN's 16th Mem
ber State, the Polish flag is symbolically 
hoisted outside the Laboratory's main en
trance. 

(Photo CERN H1 30-6-91/13A) 

Under an agreement between 
CERN and the Soviet State Com
mittee for Atomic Energy, signed in 
July 1967, CERN provided special 
equipment for the new accelerator 
(a fast beam extraction system and 
a radiofrequency separator), in re
turn for which scientists f rom CERN 
and its Member States could parti
cipate in the Serpukhov exper
imental programme. 

This was the first example of a 
physics mutual aid approach often 
called these days the 'HERA Mod
el ' , underlining the major inter
national contributions to the elec
tron-proton collider now being 
commissioned at the German DESY 
Laboratory in Hamburg. 

The 1967 agreement led to a 
series of joint European - USSR 
physics studies at both the Serpuk
hov and CERN machines, which 
continue to this day, while the Del
phi and L3 experiments at CERN's 

LEP electron-positron collider in
clude strong Soviet contingents. 

Subsequent protocols, dated 
1975 and 1983, extended the 
CERN-USSR collaboration frame
work , and 1988 discussions 
looked specifically at mutual aid for 
major new projects - the proposed 
LHC proton-proton collider at 
CERN, the UNK proton machine un
der construction at Serpukhov and 
the VLEPP electron-positron linear 
collider proposed for Serpukhov 
wi th specialist assistance from the 
Novosibirsk Institute of Nuclear 
Physics. 

In Moscow in May, CERN Direc
tor General Carlo Rubbia and Soviet 
Minister of Atomic Power and In
dustry V.F. Konovalov signed a 
new General Cooperation Agree
ment. This initially covers three 
i tems: USSR contributions to the 
project to increase the LEP energy 
and for the upgrading of external 
beams at CERN's SPS synchrotron; 
CERN contributions to the UNK 
control system and to its beam 
diagnostics; and a collaboration 
f ramework for the research and de
velopment programme for LHC de
tectors. A fourth protocol, yet to 
be finalized, would cover major 
USSR participation in LHC con
struction. 

Soviet equipment earmarked for 
the LEP energy upgrade includes 
distribution transformers, high 
pressure helium storage, cryogenic 
transfer lines and power converter 
transformers. Initial shipments ar
rive this year. Likewise the first 
CERN high technology for the UNK 
control system should make its 
appearance at Serpukhov this year. 

Soviet contributions to LHC de
tector development will concen
trate on vertex detection, tracking, 
calorimetry, electron and muon 
identification, radiation resistance, 
and data acquisition. 
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The Cyclotron Centre at Calcutta, India, in 
collaboration with the Universities of Jam-
mu, Chandigarh and Jaipur, has developed 
and assembled the photon multiplicity detec
tor for the WA93 heavy ion experiment at 
CERN. Signals from the detector's plastic 
scintillation pads are transmitted using 
wavelength-shifting optical fibres, and read 

CERN 
Multiplicity detector 
from India 
A highly granular pre-shower de
tector for measuring the number of 
photons produced in high energy 
heavy ion collisions has been de
signed and fabricated for the 
W A 9 3 experiment at CERN by a 
Calcutta/Chandigarh/Darm-
stadt/Jaipur/Jammu collaboration. 

The motivation for detailed pho
ton multiplicity measurements over 
a wide solid angle comes when the 
large numbers of secondary parti
cles in collisions of very heavy ions 
like lead are expected to produce 
only small variations in the ratio of 
photons to charged particles. How
ever collisions producing quark-
gluon plasma - the long-awaited 
state of matter where quarks break 
loose f rom their conventional con
finement in nucleons - may pro
duce an appreciable excess of pho
tons. 

out using the image intensifier and CCD ca
mera system from the UA2 experiment at 
CERN's proton-antiproton collider. The 
plastic scintillator and optical fibres were 
supplied by GSI, Darmstadt, Germany. All 
fabrication and assembly has been done at 
the Calcutta Cyclotron Centre. 

The detector consists of a matrix 
of 7600 plastic scintillator pads, 
each 20 x 20 x 30mm, behind 
thick lead converter plates, and 
covers the forward hemisphere for 
200 GeV/nucleon sulphur on gold 
collisions. Light f rom the pads is 
collected and transported by wav
elength-shifting optical fibres read 
out using a 3-stage image intensif
ier and CCD camera system devel
oped and used by the UA2 experi
ment at CERN's proton-antiproton 
collider. 

The design, fabrication and as
sembly of the detector has been 
carried out at the Variable Energy 
Cyclotron Centre, Calcutta, wi th 
students and faculty f rom the three 
other collaborating Indian institutes. 

The detector has recently been 
tested at CERN using electron, pion 
and muon beams in preparation for 
data-taking wi th a 200 GeV/nu
cleon sulphur beam in October. For 
heavier ions, a much larger detec
tor, covering some 20 sq m, is 
planned. 

CERN/NOVOSIBIRSK 
Electron cooling 
improvements 
A collaboration between CERN and 
Novosibirsk's Institute for Nuclear 
Physics (INP) has developed im
proved techniques for electron 
cooling in CERN's LEAR low energy 
antiproton ring. 

Novosibirsk is the birthplace of 
electron cooling. It was there in 
1974 that the team of G. Budker 
and A. Skrinsky first demonstrated 
the technique, using the small NAP-
M storage ring. 

Electron cooling, in which an un
ruly beam is ' tamed' by coming in 
contact wi th an electron beam of 
well-defined momentum, was over
shadowed by Simon van der 
Meer's subsequent invention of 
stochastic cooling, which played a 
vital role in the big proton-antipro
ton collider projects at CERN and 
Fermilab in the 1980s. 

The importance of electron cool
ing reemerged wi th the requirement 
for ultra-cold beams in low energy 
storage rings such as LEAR. 
Whereas stochastic cooling works 
well for relatively large beams of 
rare particles, electron cooling is 
very efficient to 'post-freeze' 
beams already reasonably cool. 
The LEAR electron cooling system 
was developed by CERN and KfK 
Karlsruhe using equipment taken 
over f rom CERN's early ICE (Initial 
Cooling Experiment) project. 

In electron cooling, the acceler
ated electrons are picked up by 
high voltage collector electrodes, 
and the particles f low back to the 
cathode via a conductor, forming in 
effect a sort of subsidiary storage 
ring. 

The LEAR collector must operate 
wi th electron beams of several am-
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peres and energies of several tens 
of keV. Under these condit ions, the 
primary electron beam hitting the 
collector produces many secondary 
particles, which in turn sputter ma
terial f rom the walls of the vacuum 
chamber and degrade the vacuum. 

To suppress these unwanted se
condaries, the collector systems 
use a special arrangement of elect
ric and magnetic fields . The 
original LEAR collector consisted of 
a series of elaborate electrodes, 
but proved to be unreliable at high 
voltages and inefficient for routine 
operation at LEAR. CERN invited 
the Novosibirsk electron cooling 
pioneers to design, build and test a 
new unit. This was entrusted to 
INP's new Centre of Applied Phy
sics and Technology at Lipetsk 
CAPT INP (January/February 1989, 
page 23). The collaboration was 
headed by J.Bosser (CERN) and 
I.Meshkov (CAPT INP). 

After more than a year of hard 
work and frequent exchanges be
tween CERN arid CAPT INP spe

cialists, the new collector has re
cently been installed and tested in 
the LEAR electron cooler. The de
vice consists of a Faraday cup wi th 
a suppressor (repeller) electrode at 
the entrance. It is connected to the 
main cooler via a vacuum valve to 
allow repairs without disturbing the 
main LEAR vacuum. Another im
portant constraint was the need to 
keep the existing power supplies. 

First results are in accord wi th 
the original CERN specifications, 
wi th a tenfold improvement in col
lection efficiency which is now 
9 9 . 9 5 % . Tests are continuing. 

The CERN/CAPT INP collabora
tion is continuing to investigate re
placing the present source for the 
LEAR electron cooling wi th a new 
variable current gun. 

Schematic of the new electron cooling col
lector for CERN's LEAR Low Energy Antipro-
ton Ring, developed by a collaboration be
tween CERN and Novosibirsk's Institute for 
Nuclear Physics. 

GRAN SASSO 
Roman lead 
for physics 
experiments 

On June 15 at Oristano (Sardinia) a 
formal ceremony marked the start 
of an underwater archaeological 
campaign sponsored by the Istituto 
Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (INFN) 
to recover the load of a Roman 
freighter (navis oneraria) which 
sank off Sardinia carrying an excep
tionally large load of lead. 

INFN's interest in obtaining part 
of this lead comes f rom the metal's 
particularly high value as a shielding 
material in delicate experiments, 
such as the interactions of solar 
neutrinos, or rare decay processes. 
These studies require strong sup
pression of background counts 
f rom charged cosmic rays, neu
trons and gamma rays. 

The charged cosmic ray back
ground is greatly reduced deep un
derground. In the Laboratori Na-
zionali del Gran Sasso, under 1400 
metres of rock, the intensity of 
charged cosmic rays is reduced by 
about 10~6 compared to the sur
face signal. 

Neutrons are also considerably 
reduced, but less effectively since 
they are only partly produced by 
cosmic rays, some being generated 
by spontaneous fission in the 
rocks. In the Gran Sasso Laborato
ry the radioactivity of the rocks is 
rather low and therefore the fluxes 
of thermal and fast neutrons are 
three to four orders of magnitude 
smaller than in any low background 
laboratory on the surface. 

But underground gamma ray 
background is similar to that on the 
surface, due to the radioactivity of 
surrounding rocks or construction 

Vacuum valve 
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